
 
 
         
         
   
 

Unit 6 – Force/Motion & Simple Machines 
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Gravity 

Gravity is a force that pulls things toward Earth.  

Gravitational force will pull a ball toward the Earth.  An object’s mass and the 

distance between two objects will affect the strength of the attraction between 

the two objects.  

On a ramp, a ball will travel faster and farther when it is released higher on the 

ramp.  

A ball dropped from a greater height will bounce higher than a ball dropped from 

a lower height.  

Objects have weight due to the pull of gravity.  

Effect of Forces 

A force is a push or a pull. A force can cause an 

object to move, stop, change directions or change 

speeds.  

Objects with a greater mass will apply a greater 

force.  

When a greater force is used on an object it will 

have a greater motion.  

A lighter object will have more motion than a heavier 

object, if the force is the same.  

A greater force can change the speed and motion of 

a moving object.  
 

Simple Machines 

Simple Machines are tools that make work (using a force to move an object) easier. Simple machines can change the direction of a 

force or the amount of force needed. A simple machine has few or no moving parts and only one force is applied to it. 

Simple Machines What is it? Examples 

lever 

 

-bar that turns on a fixed point = fulcrum 

it can move objects using less force 

 

pry bar, rake, shovel, wheelbarrow, seesaw, 

broom 

inclined plane 

 

-a flat slanted surface  

it can raise or lower objects 

ramp, roads, slide, ski jump 

Wedge 

 

-2 inclined planes back to back forming a sharp edge 

it can push 2 objects apart or split one object 

knife, needle, doorstop, scissors, teeth, nail 

screw 

 

-inclined plane wrapped around a pole  

it can hold objects together or move loads up and down 

jar lid, light bulb, drill bit, bolt, screw, 

clamp 

wheel/axle 
-a rod that goes through a wheel; they both turn together 

it can move loads from place to place 

faucet, doorknob, bike gears, steering 

wheel 

pulley 
-a wheel with a line around it; the line could be a rope, chain, or cord 

it can move loads up, down, sideways 

top of flagpole, to raise and lower blinds, 

sailboat sails 

 

 



 
 
         
         
   
 

 

Important Vocabulary 
 

1. Force - a push or a pull that causes an object to move, stop or change direction 

2. Mass - measure of how much matter is in an object 

3. Inertia - laziness, property of matter that keeps an object moving in a straight line or keeps 

an unmoving object at rest 

4. Speed – the measure of the change in an object’s position in a unit of time (how fast or slow an 

object is) 

5. Motion – a change in position of an object 

6. Direction – the path that an object takes 

7. Acceleration – any change in the speed or direction of an object’s motion 

8. Velocity – the measure of the speed and direction of motion of an object 

9. Volume – a measure of how much space on object takes up 

10. Momentum – the force that drives an object to keep moving 

11.     Gravity – the force of attraction between Earth and other objects 

12. Weight – a measure of the gravitational force acting on an object 

13. Friction – a force that resists motion between objects that are touching 


